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Chronological Yearbooks
A reader-friendly and practical approach to telling the authentic story of your school year.
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Students live their lives day-by-day, so it makes sense 
that storytelling reflects the ways in which your readers 
live in the real world.

Once your story ideas are developed and finalized, 
consider presenting your yearbook spreads using a 
chronological approach.

A seasonal arrangement with four major sections— 
summer, fall, winter and spring — is effective.

Within those chronological sections, content will 
still fall into these broad categories — student life, 
academics, sports and clubs.

And what about the portraits and group shots?  
Since these popular yearbook features don’t have a  
time element, they can be placed in a “people” section.

Planning a chronological yearbook isn’t much different 
than building a ladder diagram for a traditional section 
approach. On the pages of this guide, you’ll find a 
couple of helpful forms to help you organize the story  
of your year in a chronological format.

Get Organized: 
Chronological Storytelling

Margaret Sorrows 
Bryant High School,  
Bryant, AR

Mark Schledorn  
West Shore  
Junior/Senior High School,  
Melbourne, FL

Debra Nebel 
Father Ryan High School, 
Nashville, TN

Chronological success stories
“Each month we sent in more pages than required  
because it had happened, and we covered it, so we sent it in!”

Chronological coverage totally creates a content-
driven yearbook, making the yearbook a complete 
reflection specific to the year. I like the chronological 
approach. It gives readers more of a sense of 
ownership for that particular year. 

Though high school is essentially the same 
each year, a chronological approach lets the staff 
personalize the year with events particular to that 
one year. It is a great way to tell the stories of  
one particular year, keeping the yearbook fresh 
and specific. 

Also, it was so easy to meet deadlines. Each month 
we sent in more pages than required because it had 

happened, and we covered it, so we sent it in.  
Also there was no last minute photo taking.

Each month had a monthly divider page  
highlighting the significant events of that month. 

The yearbook staff has to be organized.  
The photographers have to be working a month 
ahead of the designers. 

Sports were covered by season — fall, winter  
and spring. Sports and organizations group shots 
were placed in separate sections at the end of the  
chronological pages. 

“Making deadlines is so much easier  
because chronological forces the kids to stay on task.”

Our customers were generally pleased with 
the chronological format because it made more 
sense to them. The school year occurs, after all,  
in chronological order. 

The advantages to a chronological approach  
are many. Most importantly, staff members  
cannot procrastinate. 

We have four chronological teams of four staffers. 
Each chronological team has been chosen to include 
skilled writers, designers and photographers.  
Each team knows that once its week has past, it is 
impossible to take photographs for the assigned 
spread. As a result, each team is forced to plan 

better. Then, they have the luxury of choosing the 
best of what they have covered for their spreads. 

The 2007 book was my 16th as an adviser, and  
even though it was one of the most comprehensive 
books I’ve ever advised, meeting deadlines was  
never a problem. 

It all boils down to covering events in order.  
As a result, organization is no longer a major issue.

Our customers, my staff and I all love the 
chronological approach. Three years in, I can’t 
fathom going back to the old way.

“I hadn’t realized how inflexible traditional section organization  
is compared to the chronological approach.”

One of the main advantages of the chronological 
approach is being able to cover things as they 
happen. When setting up the ladder using the 
section method, one cannot anticipate unexpected 
events and happenings that inevitably occur.  
The chronological approach gives more flexibility.

Previously when we used a section organization,  
a staff member who covered girls’ soccer would do 
the spread on girls’ soccer. With the chronological 
organization, several activities, sports and events 
might appear on a spread.

The editors designed the chronological templates, 
and then assignments were made by spread and 
module. Staffers would receive a printout of the 
spreads with placeholder text and boxes for the 
pictures so they could see who was doing what  
by module within each spread. Of course, 
modifications were sometimes necessary. The  
editors (and sometimes the adviser) would work 
with the staffers to make any necessary alterations  
as necessary.

Chronological organization necessitates extreme 
organization. Once you get a handle on it, though, 
it’s great!
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1 Yearbook Builder: Before jumping head-first into planning your ladder, take a minute 
to complete this worksheet. This planner will help you be sure that you allocate the correct 
number of pages to the sections of your yearbook. See page 4.

2 Chronological Planner: Prior to building the ladder, it helps to organize your  
content. This planner will assist you in outlining each that you wish to feature in this year’s  
yearbook. See page 5.

3 Ladder Diagram: With pages allocated and content planned, building your ladder  

will be a stress-free. See page 9.

On the cover
The images on the cover were captured by the following student  
photographers and entered in the Jostens Photo Contest.  
To download an entry form, visit www.jostens.com/yearbook.

[clockwise from the left]:
n Charlene Lee, Walnut High School, Walnut, CA
n Tim Seguin, Wenatchee High School, Wenatchee, WA
n Allen Liu, Troy High School, Fullerton, CA
n Ray Mata, Westlake High School, Austin, TX
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>  Total pages for the opening/closing: 
  The opening and closing sections usually occupy one to three spreads in both the front and the back  

of the yearbook including the title page [p.1] and the parting page [last page].

Need additional copies? A PDF of the Yearbook Builder is available on YearbookAvenue.com.                 ©2008, Jostens, Inc.

>  Total pages for dividers: 
  Depending on your format, you’ll likely need divider spreads for: summer, fall, winter, spring,  

people and advertising.

>  Total pages for people: 
  If you are planning to use the same design format and portrait sizes, the people section will occupy approximately 

the same number of pages as last year. A significant enrollment increase may require more pages.

>  Total pages for group photos: 
  If group/team photos are displayed together, pages must be reserved for this directory. If group/team photos  

are displayed on spreads featuring organization and sports coverage, do not allocate separate pages here.

>  Total pages for advertising: 
  Based on your sales in previous years, forecast the number of pages of advertising  

you plan to sell for this year’s yearbook.

>  Total pages for index: 
  If you are planning to use the same design format, and your enrollment hasn’t significantly increased,  

you should be able to allocate the same number of index pages as last year.

>  Total pages for specialty coverage: 
  If you have any unique speciality coverage, including a student design gallery, who’s who or awards,  

that doesn’t fit within the areas outlined above, allocate those pages here.

>  Total pages for chronological coverage: 
  The remaining pages will be devoted to chronological coverage. This will be a large number of pages since  

it represents the pages devoted to student life, academics, sports and organizations.

>  Total pages in your yearbook: 
  Calculate the total number of pages in the categories above. If this total doesn’t match the number of 

pages planned for your yearbook, adjust the numbers accordingly before beginning your ladder.

1
STORY 
n	Be as specific as possible when outlining the story.
n	A story is generally a feature or coverage of an event.
n	If the story was included in last year’s yearbook, use a fresh angle or approach.

SEASON
n	summer
n	fall
n	winter
n	spring
n	any season

SECTION
n	student life
n	academics
n	sports
n	organizations
n	people

Step Step

2Chronological Planner 
Prior to building your chronological ladder, it helps to organize your content. Using last year’s yearbook along with your  
school calendar, list each story that you will cover in the your new yearbook. Indicate the traditional section in which  
the spread appeared last year. Then, note the season where the spread will appear in this year’s publication.

Yearbook Builder 
Before jumping head-first into planning your ladder, take a minute to complete this worksheet. 
By beginning with accurate page counts, the job is much easier.
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Step
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Step

Chronological Planner 
Prior to building your chronological ladder, it helps to organize your content. Using last year’s yearbook along with your  
school calendar, list each story that you will cover in the your new yearbook. Indicate the traditional section in which  
the spread appeared last year. Then, note the season where the spread will appear in this year’s publication.

STORY 
n	Be as specific as possible when outlining the story.
n	A story is generally a feature or coverage of an event.
n	If the story was included in last year’s yearbook, use a fresh angle or approach.

STORY 
n	Be as specific as possible when outlining the story.
n	A story is generally a feature or coverage of an event.
n	If the story was included in last year’s yearbook, use a fresh angle or approach.
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SEASON
n	summer
n	fall
n	winter
n	spring
n	any season

SECTION
n	student life
n	academics
n	sports
n	organizations
n	people

SEASON
n	summer
n	fall
n	winter
n	spring
n	any season

SECTION
n	student life
n	academics
n	sports
n	organizations
n	people
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Ladder Diagram 
The ladder diagram is where all the details of your yearbook really come together.  
After building steps 1 and 2, completing a ladder diagram for a chronlogical yearbook is easy.

Step Step

The ladder diagram is a  
working blueprint of your yearbook.

Jostens provides several ladder tools to help you plan. There are ladder diagrams 
in the Adviser Planner and the Staff Planner. A large wall ladder, designed for 
posting in the classroom, is included in the Plan It! box in the Jostens Yearbook Kit. 
In addition, you’ll find an online Page Ladder on Yearbook Avenue®. 

Creating a ladder is most successful with some advanced planning. By 
completing the Yearbook Builder you’ll begin the ladder project with accurate page 
totals. The Chronological Planner helps you organize your content by seasons.

When using a chronological approach, your yearbook will have the following 
seasonal sections:

The portraits are featured in a people section. Portrait pages are often placed 
after the seasonal sections. Of course, advertising and index pages will appear  
at the back of the yearbook.

On these two pages, we have provided a sample ladder for a chronological 
yearbook. While the ladder is arranged seasonally, the staff also noted the  
traditional section to insure balanced coverage.

SuMMer fall wiNter SPriNg

Signature 1

Need a ladder diagram? Check out the Plan It! box in the Jostens Yearbook Kit.
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Cornerstone 
Providence Christian Academy, Lilburn, GA

 Graphics and color visually organize this chronological 
yearbook. A modular graphic is introduced on the cover 
[1]. A color represents each season. The graphic is used 
for the folio treatment [7] and is incorporated into the 
headline designs [6]. On the dividers [5], photos are 
used inside the blocks. In the case of the fall section  
divider, the fall photo is in process color for emphasis  
and the other three photos appear in black/white.

 To assist the reader, each season section includes 
lifestyles, academics and athletics coverage. A mini 
contents listing appears on the dividers [5].

“I think that a chronological yearbook makes 
it easy for the readers to know the general area 
of the book to look at in order to find something. 
For example, if readers want to look for the 
Sadie Hawkins Dance, they know that the event 
happened in the fall, therefore, they would know 
that the spread will appear in the first half  
of the book. 

 The chronological approach made us stay  
on top of everything a whole lot better. There 
really wasn’t any room for mess ups. If we 
missed an event, it missed going in the book.  
We had to be very well organized.”

 Lisa Brondyke, Cornerstone adviser


